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and from Li Sze who, as prime minister, could not uphold
the theories of his youth. The corruption of this class,
Han Fei argued, was China's chief peril: 'If they are
successful they reach great power; if they fail they attain
great wealth'; and 'they are promoted for party reasons,
and direct their energies to social entertainments'.
What the State needed was not 'talented persons' but
an infallible system of inexorable law. This was a develop-
ment of Hsun-tse; and like Shan-tao, another of his
teachers, Han Fei had his own radical theory of kingship.
Here he was a Taoist: 'The king should do nothing; the
king is for the use of the state, not the state for the use
of the king; we must fit officials for office; not make
offices to fit officials.'
It is small wonder that the autocrat Shih-huang-ti
and the ambitious Li Sze disliked such radical views. It is
to their undying shame that they killed the greatest man
of the age, or drove him to suicide. Yet they too were
progressive men, and many of their acts are in keeping
with Han Fei's teachings.
If the Chou era is that of a classic culture it is also that
of excessive reverence for the past, and Ideal Norms—
men like Yao and Shun—helped to stereotype its views.
The Chin Age, or rather Generation, is one of unifica-
tion and new ideals of statehood, and is followed by the
Han era which combines these tendencies. It recovered
the ideals of Chou, and in its unification and expansion
of the empire carried on the work of Chin,
But much of its success is due to the policy of wu-wei
or laissez-faire taught by Han Fei and deliberately adopted
by Tsao Tsan who became Prime Minister in 193 b.c.
After the misery and devastation of a long war this was
what the people needed—to be let alone; and prosperity
returned in full flood.
If this Laoist ideal worked wonders the superstitious
elements in Taoism and in the spirit-worships of the
barbarian West did much to corrupt the religion of the
Court, and to involve it in intrigue and corruption.

